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INVICTUS jr.

Like father and son: His father the INVICTUS has received cult
status direct after it was released. Reviewed as the best turntable in
the world he still is an extraordinary experience. But as the INVICTUS is a real large turntable our aim was to create a turntable with a
sonic performance close to the INVICTUS but with a much smaller
footprint. By using latest visionary „State of the Art“-engineering
technique and most sophisticated computer programs we developed
his son INVICTUS jr. Extensive use of CLD technology and modern
CAD analysis created a fantastic new turntable.

By looking at the main platter Tidorfolon-bearing you will recognize immediately how this hand adjusted bearing is virtually perfect for guiding the platter with almost no slackness and, at the same
time, no friction and no noise. Enthusiasts and experts around the
world appreciate and admire our Tidorfolon-bearing for its precision
and legendary reliability. It is always manufactured with the greatest
love for detail and precision.

Another very important component for an extraordinary turntable
is the motor. To develope it, we put in our 22 years of experience.
Thanks to its design, which allows adding up to four tone arms
The result is a 4-motor drive moving a tapered sub platter that bears
the INVICTUS jr. gives you maximum flexibility. The INVICTUS jr.
the Silencer platter. Thanks to the 4 motors, and the digital motor
ground base consists of an elaborately milled bottom part, optimized controller the platter gets enormous power for quick run-up and staaccording to the latest scientific on mechanics and using the finite el- ble speed. The circular arrangement around the bearing completely
ements method for stiffness and low vibration, covered by a perfectly avoids tension on the bearing, so that it can run perfectly centered.
milled top plate on which the INVICTUS jr. chassis is mounted. The At the end, the result is a dramatic improvement. Just good enough
3-layer aluminum and brass sandwich platter is entirely new and also go into the INVICTUS jr. Each one of my 22 co-workers has given
uses CLD-technology. A highly damped platter with huge rotational
their best for the INVICTUS jr. and we are very proud of that.
energy. 54 Silencers with their vibration absorption add that last iota
of perfection. Another step ahead in sound quality.
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TECHNICAL DATA
INVICTUS jr.
Dimensions (width x height x depth)
Weight

526 mm x 261 mm x 526 mm / 20,7” x 8,5” x 20,7”
94 kg / 207.2 lbs

Drive System

4 integrated DC-Motors, subplatter technology
fine adjustment of speed possible

Speed range

33 1/3 RPM and 45 RPM

Power adapter

Bearing

Internal AC to DC power adapter
(in Digital Motor Control DMC2+),
Input: 100 V to 260 V AC 50Hz
Optional: DC-Input 24 V via XLR 5 pin-connector
High precision Tidorfolon-bearing

Chassis (including baseplate)

526 mm x 168 mm x 526 mm / 20,7” x 7,8”x 20,7”,
Aluminium, 3 height adjustable feet (in baseplate)

Platter

Platter in sandwich construction aluminium-brassaluminum, with silencer technology, Ø 335 mm x 50
mm / Ø 13,2” x 1,97”, weight: 19 kg / 41.9 lbs

Tone arm base
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Designed to fit to customers tone arm

